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Kenna Boles Prior
A Collection of Boxes
hand-pulled print with solvent
collage chine colle'
40" x 7"
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A Synonymous Confession
A want, a desire, so Simple,
a want to be heard, a want to Listen,
a want for others to Hear,
a want for everyone to speak with equal Time,
no drones, no chants, no rants, no furies, Only
equal zeal, equal fervor, gusto, Smack,
when you feel it in your gut, Say
“play, stay, find your way, sometimes you Pay.”
Sometimes you pay, find your way, play, Stay,
when you feel it in your gut, Say
“equal zeal, equal fervor, gusto, Smack.”
No drones, no chants, no rants, no furies, Only
a want for everyone to speak with equal Time,
a want for others to Hear,
a want to be heard, a want to Listen,
a want, a desire, so Simple,
a Confession.
© 2016 Kelly Pena Weathers
All rights reserved
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Darla Bostick
Stranded in New Zealand
watercolor on paper
15" x 22"
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A View in Pitted Glass
We filled my stake-bed truck with sunflower stems
in water jugs to slow the blossoms’ wilt.
At six years old you sold those golden gems
at market from the booth your father built.
The single stalks and bundled bud bouquets
transformed to gold the truck of red and black
when polished fenders glowed with floral sprays,
the blossoms in the shine reflecting back.
With each advancing year when visits waned
I watched the fleeting summers turn to fall.
The fields grew fallow where the blooms once reigned,
where goslings heard the ganders fateful call.
The floral images of faded art
have disappeared from peeling paint and chrome
like passing time that dulls an aging heart,
old memories rusting in the rock and loam.
I stare across uncultivated earth
where weeds reclaim the old deserted field
and metal scrap defines the truck’s last worth.
Yet still a stubborn sunflower stalk won’t yield.
In cracked and pitted glass I gauge the height
a springtime bloom achieves in morning light.
© 2016 Robert Schinzel
All rights reserved
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Olivia Walker
Angel Rising
watercolor
11.5" x 15.5"
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Angel Wings Unfolding
Draw near, beloved, contemplate
this great radial unfolding—
vol, vol, vol, by turns,
wings or wills fold out
from shape held close
within, seeing being,
angel, jewel in lotus—
Diving inward,
closer, closer—
edge breaks barely open—
pinnate white, pearly shadows
grounded on depths of green—
Lighter rays ascending
out, and out,
wings and wills turn—
vol, vol, vol, evolve—
Become free—
© 2016 Lydia Alexander
All rights reserved
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Jo Williams,
Belt of Venus
watercolor
15" x 22"
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Belt of Venus
It is the secret glance,
Venus loosening her belt.
Just a moment to see
her intimate shimmy out of
ballet pink silk,
her shift puddling atop
the blues and purples
of night.
Any lover knows
the magic of the moment
when all things delicate
became loosed,
when woman
unshells into goddess;
all her secrets
surrendered among the stars.
© 2017 karla k. morton
2010 Texas Poet Laureate
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Lola Newell
Big Country Vista
watercolor
30" x 22"
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Big Country
Panhandle born and early raised, I was ten
before family began to edge toward Big Country,
a place where sky was your hat and you could
be swallowed up by such a Stetson.
I still didn’t know land here consumed people,
but I learned to feel it when I began to drive.
In college I headed west one spring
toward California. When I left Abilene,
moved under a heaven endlessly similar
through towns named for what was important,
Sweetwater, Big Spring, and for what seemed
to mark place in expanse without markings,
Midland, I felt a part of something huge.
There was no need to worry about how to steer
on a road so straight the car could tend to self
as long as my foot managed fueling.
My mind saw native folk on every butte,
hands signaling intrusion of a blue Plymouth
wandering a Big Country path through
West Texas to El Paso. I waved a sign of peace,
owned this large, dry land of my youth.
© 2005 J. Paul Holcomb
All rights reserved
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David Blow
Beluga Whale Sea Canary
digital photograph
32" x 20"
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Canaries of the Sea
Seven miles wide at the Saguenay
the great St. Lawrence fills and empties here.
Almost to the Gulf, its waters flush fresh with salt,
where benthic creatures in the sediments stay,
tossed and rounded by a salt wedge that tumbles in
mixing gifts from land to where the sea begins.
Here the white whales feed and play,
bathed in tides, sifting sediments for morsels of the day.
Great gouges they leave,
which for a time, bring memories of soft blanched lips,
that sipped at creatures buried there.
Once that was, until the screws of vessels ground their feed to mud.
Before trawlers scraped clean the bottom of this bounty,
Leaving barren surfaces, and empty plates.
And so the whales wander further afield, and leave the Saguenay
To seek again the world that feeds them.
But alas, the world has taken it away.
© 2014 Ione Hunt von Herbing
All rights reserved
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James J. Johnson Jr.
Chess
ink and watercolor
13.75" x 19.75"
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Chess
The game of kings I have been told
is very old
to test your skills
in life’s fire drills.
A game of mental exercise,
with swift surprise
you move the knight
and queen to fight.
You let your rook pretend to sleep,
like shearing sheep
it comes awake,
declares Checkmate!
© 2014 Patrick Lee Marshall
All rights reserved
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Tonya Littmann
Chrysalis
fiber
43" x 33"
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Chrysalis
Turning, twisting on its thread,
It hangs bound in eternity
The life untouched within
By sweet sun and breeze upon its skin.
Until ready to birth, it shudders and shakes
For inside a secret lies for all to see. . .
That we, like the chrysalis, hang
Poised to become who we were meant to be.
© 2015 Ione Hunt von Herbing
All rights reserved
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Lori MacLean
Ponder
acrylic on canvas
25.5" x 40"
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Clothed with Strength and Dignity;
She Can Laugh at the Days to Come
Proverbs 31:25
Those endless years of school now far behind,
my future’s bright as sun, sweet peace of mind.
Like leaves in forest, possibilities
arrive. I ask for God’s sure expertise.
Looked down at lilies, pondered life ahead,
and sensed—can’t swim in circles—have to spread
my wings. Unlike fat fish in pond, I’ll go
where man has never tread, nudge double rainbows.
Then hope at end of mundane drive, I’ll split,
and write like Buck or Elizabeth Elliot,
be Clara Barton who saved lives in war,
help Haitian orphans, e’en our own backdoor.
A pure husband is best to have and hold;
we’ll be each other’s treasure, not silver, gold.
Like trees, we’ll grow each other with mercy, love.
I send this prayer to Him who lives above.
I’ll cut through driest deserts, worlds beyond.
No more the least resistance will this blonde
advance, full speed ahead ... “What’s that you say?
Dinner?” This’ll wait; tomorrow’s a new day!
© 2017 Cindy Guthrie Wood
All rights reserved
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Masood Parvaze
Confession
acrylic on canvas
24" x 12"
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Confession
Like old luggage
With broken hinges and missing handle
I carry yesterday . . .
On my back
© 2014 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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Robin Butt
Night Sky
oil on paper
13" x 21"
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Dancing in Starlight
Sit here on the porch with me
as we dip our toes
into the star-studded stillness
of rain-damped grass.
Listen to the wind chimes
in the still humid evening
and remember they move
even as we do not.
Let’s wade in the vapors
of the Pool of Creation and swim into the swirling
until called by the signature of a star
whose light reverberates against our shining.
We may discover that unbounded awareness-the essence of star, of light, of being,
greeted and expressing gratitude
for all things.
Notice how it sends us forth,
again, and again, and how our feet
remember to dance among the stars.
© 2015 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved
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Mine Parvaze
Deerfield
water mixable oil on canvas
12" x 24"
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Deerfield Beach
Moon and sun were both in the sky
When I walked to the Deerfield Beach
Surprise . . . surprise
The ocean had receded, half a mile to the east
Yesterday
The fishing pier; was all in the water
Waves hitting its green musty concrete pillars
Today . . . sits all on the land
You see what I did
Sea smiled with its rounded eyes, and teeth of froth
Coconut palms fanned their arms
Sand barges, little deltas and millions of puddlets
Wind and waves, wove a net . . . spread in miles
Gold, grey, and emerald green from evening sun
I don’t want to forget this site
Closing my eyes I savor it over and over
Till frog songs have fallen silent
© 2014 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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Lorraine Hayes
It's a Hectic Life
watercolor and acrylic on canvas
22" x 30"
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Examen
At the intersection of experience and meaning,
lie fragments of time, which is life
in all its being and doing,
light-printed on the heart and mind.
Sifting through the ruins of another hectic day,
I contemplate the mirrored shards
of good intentions and plans undone,
gleaning for the beautiful and sublime—
Where did I find God? What did I do for my family?
Was there joy? Where am I?
At the intersection of experience and meaning,
in the fragments of a hectic day,
was the warmth of the sun and the beautiful,
ordinary things of love and life being lived.
© 2017 Bethany Roth
All rights reserved
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Nel Dorn Byrd
Barbed Wire
watercolor
15" x 22"
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Fences
If you feel life dictates
you must build a fence,
seeking solitude
from unwanted
or unwarranted
circumstances,
make it barbed wire.
A chance for pain exists
if crossed incorrectly but
you can see and touch
those on the other side
and, with a little help
climb over, slide under,
or crawl through the wires.
© 2016 Patrick Lee Marshall
All rights reserved
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Isabel Cano
Fire Dance
acrylic on canvas
24" x 24"
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Fire Dance

For Loie Fuller and Marie Curie

Fire wraps,
whooshes, snaps,
in swaths and drafts,
envelops
consumes
its fuel with trembling lips
of vermilion,
petals tasted on tongues
of orange and aurum—
light and delight,
chemistry filtered through gels
of a warm-blooded real world
held and beheld between
woman and woman.
© 2016 Lydia Alexander
All rights reserved
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Carol Stoecker
Doodle Doo
acrylic
24" x 12"
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Genuine (gen’-u-wine) Genes
The other day on my walk,
I met a Goldendoodle.
Her name was Juliet.
With curly hair, big brown eyes,
A friendly smile, a gentle paw,
She was a beautiful,
and delightful cousin
Of a sure ‘nuff, bona fide Poodle
Juliet has a lot of cousins.
The Labradoodle, Boxerdoodle,
Aussiedoodle, Bassetoodle
Cockapoo and Pekepoo
to name a few.
The thing that makes them cousins
are the genuine genes
Of a sure ‘nuff, bona fide Poodle.
A snickerdoodle
is not a cousin. Nor is
a cock-a-doodle, Yankee doodle
Or the bug we call a doodle.
What is absolutely, positively
Necessary to be a cousin doodle,
are the genuine genes
Of a sure ‘nuff, bona fide Poodle.
© 2015 Jacqueline Stem
All rights reserved
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Tonya Littmann
Dr. Lizard
fiber
17" x 20"
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Good Morning, Little Doctor Lizard
(Remembering Matthew 6:25-34
and Psalm 18:1-2)
Wee lizard rests refreshed on rock.
Like, is he contemplating life?
Does he have children or a wife?
He’s surely part of God’s own flock.
He fears me not, no rush, no clock.
With God’s provision there’s no strife.
Wee lizard rests refreshed on rock.
Like, is he contemplating life?
What truth through him must I unlock?
“Nip it in the bud,” says Barney Fife.
Trust God, cut anxious thoughts with knife,
be still--like rich reptilian Doc ...
We, lizard, rest refreshed, on Rock.
© 2014 Cindy Guthrie Wood
All rights reserved
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Lin Hampton
Delight to Eye & Heart
pastel on board
36" x 24"
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Hot Air Balloons
Wakened before sunrise
to a sound like heavy breathing -like in and out of an awesome giant.
Startled, leaping from bed to porch!
Eyes wide open to view a giant balloon
Colors like a circus tent.
Burner flashing on and off,
the sound of the heavy breathing.
Two more bright colored companions
joining in Eastward cruising.
Daybreak reflecting on their outsides.
Flaming colors accentuated.
A delight to eye and heart.
Not seeing pilot or passenger,
only basket in silhouette,
wanting to shout in morning stillness,
I shout to no one there,
“Look at that! Look at that!”
© 2016 Bob Campbell
All rights reserved
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David Blow
Mystery of the Golden Egg
digital photograph
22" x 22"
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I Call the Lead Goose Columbus
Every day on our afternoon walk we pass a pond
inhabited by Canada Geese. I’ve read that those birds
hesitate to leave a place they prefer. They must
like our pond. I heard them fly over our house
last night. I have heard them on similar journeys
for the past five years, trips where the birds
reconnoiter to the north, investigate other habitats,
then honk their way home.
We have lived in this house seventeen years,
leave a few times yearly to scout other locales,
places where the world is still its own, not yet totally
compromised to what we humans need,
universes with no identical pond or geese.
Then we honk our way home, drifting to a refuge
of blackjack oak, post oak, and ten or twelve
helloing Canada Geese.
I wonder if when we are gone, the birds
continue to journey over our place
or whether they use the chance
to make other friends, reassure other neighbors
the world is still good, there is still reason
to investigate, visit other places
and return again with news of a new world,
another haven of opportunity and peace.
© 2003 J. Paul Holcomb
All rights reserved
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Linda Creagh
Woven Dreams
fiber
26" x 28"
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I Will Be Woven
My soles tingle against chilly dirt
as birds of early morning
sweep against the dawn,
drawing new colors into light
in order to weave the day.
Robins, sparrows, cardinals, doves,
extract various threads
gone hiding in the dark,
lacing into the tapestry of daybreak
robust hues of ancient tones.
Waiting at the edge of existence,
I stand as another tint,
a thread to be included
in this panoply of fibers
where those with wings
first know the rise of wisdom
begins with lifting the covers of darkness
to choose the threads of day.
© 2016 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved
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Carol Rowley
Scottish Shore Fantasy
ink
9.5" x 11.5"
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Inspiration from a Scottish Fantasy
A Violin Concerto by Max Bruch

Chords of unspoken words,
a soul lifted to heights unknown.
He scatters seed, the bringer of bold ideas,
Beauty stirs the soul.
Waking at eve it calls, then morn brings gifts of love.
Stand back irreverent hordes –
a fortress protects our shores.
Such beauty rides on wings of grace,
and your eagles soar.
Tides rise and fall the morn ebbs on,
Contented and warm they ride.
Noontime dazzles with light of day
Splendor and glory shine along my way.
Times grow tough, waves roll and crash,
They rise and curl, then tumble along.
As foam spreads out across the sands,
A gentle sea breeze refreshes the day.
© 2011 Richard Weatherly
All rights reserved
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Krispen Spencer
Ephemeral
acrylic
40" x 30"
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Jane’s Gift of Autumn Leaves
The pear tree is a globe of fire—
the shades of red and orange and rust
alive, quivering in the crisp wind. Copper
and gold flames appear to have green hearts
where the tree clasps its last summer rush.
Like a Christmas tree in a garden, it covers
its modest black boughs, barely swaying,
with ephemeral beauty in this time slice
sliding into the sleeping season. Soon enough
snow will cover the last few fallen leaves
not swept or raked away, and that whiteness
will bring a grace to the bare and shadowy web
of branches … and night … Imagine Orion,
still and bright above the wintering tree and
through the autumn lattice, the Dog-star Sirius
sniffing its glittering, silent, and eternal prey.
© 2017 Susan Maxwell Campbell
All rights reserved
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Carmen Underwood
Leaves
watercolor
21.5" x 29"
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Leaves
The autumn leaves fall in an unknown protocol.
The wind distributes and redistributes without
plan or prejudice, and they compost the ground
in ever repeating cycle.
Not so the Spring green growth; the leaves
arrange themselves along the branch in
predictable proportional pattern, as has been
ordered by the life impulse since it first began.
The bare brown branches of winter better reveal
the matrix to our wondering eyes, as they march
in Fibonnaci order, three by five by eight
up the pillar standing tall;
our five fingers on each hand are all
we need to comprehend our claim to kinship.
© 2012 T. Jervis Underwood
All rights reserved
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Deanna Wood
Fading Shadows
gouache, collage, and encaustic
18" x 18"
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Letter From My Future Self
And like a finger-snap, the oil was gone, & all
society’s machines, the sick & broken ideologies,
they screeched to shuddering halt. The young &
poor, the black & brown ceased playing pawns
on rich men’s war-room chessboards. Borders
grew invisible, then blurry, obsolete. The rich &
mighty fell with crashing sounds of slamming
factory doors & roars of joy from animals
sprung from their prison crates & cages. After
such, denial came, & panic. Off/On clicks of
blank & staring screens; the gas pumps poured
out tragedies. But after gnashing wail, a stoic,
calm acceptance. Pilgrimage began from desert
wastelands, urban holes, to outskirts in the sun
& rain-sweet grass. & subdivisions sprouted
windmills proud as sunflowers, seeming
overnight. & race & taxes, wealth & privilege
crumbled dust. The Interstates are grassy now,
save for paths. I hear that Central Park is garden.
Our people eat & love & join their hands for once
& all in solidarity. & all I draw is pencils now.
& all I write is alphabet. & all I sing is do-remi. & oh, my Heart, my Self—our work is done.
I sit my tired soul so gently by the window,
watching life in satisfying flourish. Meanwhile,
cracks appear in pavement, concrete groans &
falls at Mother Nature’s tender tendril touch.
© 2016 Angie Kimmell
All rights reserved
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Terry Karloff
The Yellow Forest at Yellowstone National Park
photograph
15" x 18.5"
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Listening to Silence
I used to love the solitude of the woods,
the silence between bird chirps,
the stillness when not a leaf rustled,
the stare of your eyes into mine.
But now, your silence is deafening,
pain to the ears, muting even
the soft wail of a loon in the marsh
and the distant howl of a coyote.
I listen for the faintest echo
in the air above a frozen pond,
fearful I might hear the crack of thin ice,
fissure lines spreading across the surface,
the splash when a deer falls through.
Where are the calls of migrating geese
or the bugle of elk in the forest?
When will I hear your laugh again?
© 2015 Robert Schinzel
All rights reserved
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Aurora Dawson Cabrera
Untitled
watercolor
30" x 22.5"
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Looking Back
I am from bobby pins,
Reader’s Digest condensed books and piano playing.
I am from pecan and peach trees
named for grandchildren.
I am from a brick house I loved
much more than the wooden frame house I live in now.
I am from hamburger upside-down pie,
peach cobbler and homemade cranked ice cream.
I am from Laura and Cecil.
I’m from a blind great-grandmother
who touched our faces when we visited.
I’m from “Eat every bean and pea on your plate,”
and discussing death at dinner.
I’m from the Hightowers, Johnsons, and Millicans,
family reunions in June,
from a sweet sister with seizures
and a brother who was one of a kind.
In the storage room was a big box
filled with black and white photos.
When my mother died, we found
a precious letter written in 1917
from the grandmother I would never meet
to the grandfather I have one memory of.
I am from smiles, laughs and hugs I miss dearly.
© 2016 Betty Roberts
All rights reserved
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Paula Blincoe Collins
Moon Clouds
stoneware, glazes, lusters, and platinum
11" x 9" x 10"
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Moonshine Dream
In the splendor of past, I was dreaming one night
and the dream that I had it was odd … t’was bizarre,
only you and myself in the silver-blue night,
our charmed souls got touched by the Night Avatar
We did wander as clouds our hands holding tight,
our spirits rejoicing to be together at last.
Your serene pupil looking got inside my own sight,
I saw love in your eyes and I knew you read fast
I had love in mine too...
A blue lake under us its reflection did shine;
dark green trees and dark bushes of the forest …
Divine! I started to heed a strange message for us,
and I thought it was blissful all was perfect around!
A mysterious deep blue in your eyes matched the sky,
which was full of stars with their glimmering lights.
And this message I got was not joyous, nor bright
heeding softly but clear I still can recall, the three
words that I whispered with much care in your ear …
“Love must sacrifice ... Love must sacrifice ...”
© 2016 Nancy De Honores
All rights reserved
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Randy Honeycutt
Morning Road Beckons
digital photo art framed print
10" x 14"
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Mountain Road
The eastern light reveals the road around
each switch-back turn, unraveling as it shows
the unperceived before. There is no noun
that gives a clue; the mystery only grows
beyond each answer. Gleam of midday light
shines all behind; the mountain road below
twists serpentine toward me, left and right,
now yielding its direction; still the row
of turns above remain in nighttime dark.
Receding western glow illuminates
the trail perhaps as far as living spark
will hold for me. But yet I find it grates,
that there are questions round another bend
where answers lie that extra time might send.
© 2013 T. Jervis Underwood
All rights reserved
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Juanne Peck
Muse
drypoint
19" x 12"
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Musing on Myth
Redemption is a funny thing
it can take a thousand forms. Consider
Persephone and pomegranate seeds;
she roamed from home, like any teen might do
but met her match in Hades, Lord of Death
who welcomed her well to the Underworld
offering cookies, wine, roast viands
and tiny ruby fruits so beautiful
a poet might craft verse of them.
How could the girl resist? She ate but six.
Her ransom brought us winter.
© 2015 Christine Irving
All rights reserved
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Mindy Faubion
Release
pastel
17.5" x 11"
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No More Than
I hold no more than the flutter
of sound from a hummingbird’s wings
and when I release
that vibration
there is nothing indicating
I held anything at all.
Then I see
a feather fall
from open fingers.
© 2015 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved
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Laurie Weller
Tortuga 5
acrylic on wood
24" x 24"
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Oh Turtle Can You See Me?
Oh turtle can you see me?
Among the flickers and waves of light
that trace across the ocean floor,
among the thick crops of seagrass
that beckon you in to feed.
Oh turtle can you see me?
You in your diminishing numbers,
me in my crowded world,
only a few lengths of beach are left to you,
soft sands for your seed.
Oh turtle can you see me?
Floating above you here,
one who knows how your numbers dwindle,
knows that eggs once numerous,
can disappear.
Oh turtle can you see me?
Floating free as once you were
before the time man descended,
crawled from the very shore you now inhabit,
and the world began to bleed.
Oh turtle can you see me?
You, who remind us of our source,
for long ago before we watched you from above,
we were once like you embraced by water,
a miracle of sea – and love.
© 2016 Ione Hunt von Herbing
All rights reserved
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Lori Garner
Only the Lonely
colored pencil
18.5" x 13.5"
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Only the Lonely
In the midst of a crowd
party of one
the press of bodies
has a suffocating effect
She inhales the aroma of lavender perfume
reminds her of happier days
the scent of her mother
Gloria Steinem once said,
“A woman without a man is like a fish without a bicycle.”
she is that fish trapped in a glass prison
She longs for a witness to her life
but days blur into weeks
weeks into months
nothing of significance to mark the passage of time
Although solitude leads to inner knowing
loneliness constricts her heart
the heavy weight of it pulling her down
She longs for butterfly wings
flying above and beyond
leaving behind the empty gray chrysalis
her metamorphosis complete
© 2016 Marjorie Chesebro
All rights reserved
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Lisa Daniels
Service with a Smile
watercolor
11.5" x 15.5"
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Phillips 66: Service with a Smile
“Fill ‘er up?” they’d always ask
before they’d start their many tasks:
“I’ll check your oil,
fan belts, wires,
more fluid levels,
air in tires,
wash your windshield,
sweep out the floor ...”
Then politely ask,
“Is there anything more?”
It was attentive service with a smile
for all who came from town or miles
of country roads and highways, too,
along the streets where stations grew
with welcoming signs in orange and black,
and Tudor-shaped buildings with lifts and racks.*
To Phillips promotions, each station agreed
to offer this service, to meet drivers’ needs.
© 2016 Becca Hines
All rights reserved
* Note: Between 1928 & 1945, Phillips Petroleum Company, built about 300 stations
in the English Cottage or Tudor Revival style to help blend into neighborhoods and
to convey a distinct, uniform appearance. Complete with chimneys, arched doorways, steeply pitched gabled roofs, and tall casement windows, these brick stations
often were painted either green or salmon pink.
On many, roofs were colorfully shingled by alternating two to three colors.
---”Service with a Smile” was a highly used company slogan.
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Robin Huttash
Life
mixed media on canvas
40" x 16"
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Picnic
The freckles
on your body
are like
the wildflowers
in this field;
I want to
connect
each
		

dot

with my tongue –
I want to
see
if they
taste
like
sprinkles
or
pollen.
© 2013 Annie Neugebauer
All rights reserved
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Shari Turner
Random Acts
mixed media
24" x 12"
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Random Acts of Sweet Redemption
Random acts of sweet redemption,
smaller than pomegranate seeds,
more delicious than sugar cookies,
funnier than “who’s on first?”
happen each day in ten thousand homes,
refresh our discontented winter hearts,
renew the wellsprings of compassion,
take shattered shards of tattered souls,
matching jagged edges to recreate
a verse, a poem, a lyric melody
powerful enough to form a tiny crack
within the toughened carapace
of anyone’s hard heart.
© 2015 Christine Irving
All rights reserved
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Angelia Ford
Jones
watercolor on Rives BFK
41" x 28.5"
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The Ballad of Malachi Jones
Malachi Jones was a mountain of a man
Standing nearly seven feet tall.
Few, if any, who saw him would understand
That his loving heart was as big as the man
Who was given the gift of it all.
Malachi Jones was a mountain of a man
He lived and worked at the homeless shelter
Cooking, cleaning, being referee
In return for a place to sleep, food to eat
And friends to help when there was a need.
When a storm one day
slammed down on the shelter,
Collapsing the roof trapping them all.
Malachi Jones rose up from the wreckage
In a powerful lurch and knew that it was his call.
He stooped, put his shoulder to a fallen beam
And stood tall holding up the roof
While each person escaped one and all.
When the last one was out, he relaxed,
His job was done. He let the roof fall.
Malachi Jones was a mountain of a man.
His tombstone was seven feet tall and
Richly engraved with each name he saved.
The sad and grateful town will never forget
Malachi Jones, a beloved mountain of a man.
© 2015 Jacqueline Stem
All rights reserved
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Ellen Frenkel
At the Wake for the Rio Grande
fiber: hand dyed silk and dyed and printed cotton
44" x 29"
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The Death of the Rio Grande
He rises in the West among the pines,
a joining of the cold & chuckling streams.
A powerful & mighty force, he winds
through mountains, forests, plains. His being teems
with life. A great, concussive roar, he seems
unconquerable. The birds & frogs all raise
their tiny voices, joined in holy praise.
The deserts meet him with a placid hand,
but warts of cities grow here. Power caught
by red tape, politics, & earthen dams,
invasive species, hungry, thirsty drought.
The concrete steals his voice, his body bought
until his sides are dirty bathtub rings,
& Cottonwoods expose their muddy knees.
Diverted, stagnant reservoirs cast green
glazed stares like bellied fish upon his staunched
& humbled flow. Existence is a dream,
a hollow memory of what was launched
one thousand miles away. So, crippled, hunched,
he coughs & sputters, leaking through the land
to die here with a whimper in the sand.
© 2016 Angie Kimmell
All rights reserved
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Carol Stoecker
Fox and Friends
oil
10" x 8"
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The Fox Pup of Big Blue Mountain
He was broken when we found him—
not quite wild,
in spite of being surrounded by wilderness—
limping around with his tail down
in pain or shame.
We nursed him like our own,
patiently accepting his mistrust
as we pulled splinters and shards
of broken glass from his soft paws.
He stayed then, for a while,
watching us from watery eyes
until we left …
him whole—and not quite wild.
© 2014 Annie Neugebauer
All rights reserved
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Lori Garner
The Gypsy in Her Soul
colored pencil
18" x 15"
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The Gypsy in Her Soul
I am the woman who. . .
paints a mural to cover
graffiti in the name
of peace
sits on a hard wooden bench
in the county courthouse
waiting for the verdict
stands at the street corner
shaking a tambourine
inviting those who pass by
Come to Jesus
stoops with four children
holding a cardboard sign
depending on the charity
of strangers
I have been many places
worn many faces
I have done all this
and more
I am a gypsy to
my core
© 2016 Marjorie Chesebro
All rights reserved
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Dawn Swepston
West Texas Herd, Misty Morning
oil on panel
11" x 14"
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The Herds of West Texas
Beyond the blooms of Indian blanket,
past the prairie verbenas, over a roadside fence
discouraging trespass, they feed in herds,
ignoring nearby cattle. Like anteaters, snouts
rhythmically dip for small nibbles,
pecking on the West Texas plains.
A herd of these oil well pump jacks, filthy faces
expressionless, except for their need to feed,
appear to stare at the ground
through myopic eyes, long sticky tongues
salivating over what lies beneath.
A few pumps stand idle, content to burp foul gases.
Active ones lift and fall as black crude oozes waste
beneath counterbalance weights, lumbering feet
perpetually plodding in place like shackled slaves.
Sparse traffic ignores the mechanical monsters
of the range, pump jacks barely noticed
in the dusty haze. A passing rancher watches
cattle graze near the fence, until an errant glance
at an idle pump draws his eyes to the fuel gauge,
the needle bouncing on empty ... sixty miles
from Brownfield. He stares intently
at the ‘anteater’ herd, wondering
when the active ones might also stop feeding.
© 2016 Robert Schinzel
All rights reserved
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Gail Cope
Dotty Lorelei
acrylic
28" x 22"
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The Lorelei
I took a boat ride up the Rhine
with friends of mine
from Rudesheim,
a happy time.
And when we passed the Lorelei
I thought that I,
at river’s crook,
would take a look.
But when I stepped on deck I saw,
almost in awe,
a happy crew.
Those friends I knew
with other folk danced in a ring,
then paused to sing
“The Lorelei.”
I could but sigh.
To think a folk tale of a rock
could still unlock
passions within
made my head spin.
Or could it be that words sung loud,
a happy crowd,
can make one know
that love can grow?
© 2017 J. Paul Holcomb
All rights reserved
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James J. Johnson, Jr.
Wichita Campground
ink and watercolor
13.75" x 19.75"
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To an Ancient Wichita Camp Ground
I yearn to go back to a place I love,
where post oak thickets hide.
Where I walked the grounds,
warriors knapped flint tools—
razor sharp arrows and spear points,
some for food, some for war — all for survival.
A natural spring seeps through
red sandy clay and on a hematite hill,
a necessity for survival,
The Wichita tell of stories of long ago;
living off this land they loved,
a home to the bison,
a home to the deer, on a hill
in this Cross Timbers land.
Wichita bands camped, lived, loved,
defended families there,
old stories now a fading memory.
May we extol their legacy and
may we never forget.
© 2015 Richard Weatherly
All rights reserved
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Darla Bostick
Under the Rocks
watercolor and India ink
5.5" x 8.5"
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To Be, or Not to Be*
When the month-long rain finally let up,
it was time for a good clean-up.
To bring out the beauty of nature,
I did my share to nurture.
Sweeping every corner and nook,
quite a job I undertook.
I used a rake and a spade,
starting a rare “raid.”
I turned every rock and log,
afraid I’d see a recluse spider or a jumping frog.
Then I saw a speckled snake with its tongue flicking,
I had goose bumps, feeling something kind of prickling.
It, too, has every right to survive;
I tried to leave it alone and keep it alive…
However, it confronted me;
I wonder if I should have asked, “To be, or not to be.”
© 2016 Vicky Li
All rights reserved
*This phrase is quoted from Shakespeare’s play Hamlet (Act III, Scene I).
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Mary S. Morris
Jack County Turkeys
watercolor and India ink
9.75" x 14.75"
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Turkeys
A wooded field comes alive,
as turkeys amble through the grass.
No other bird has such a gait;
their heads swing back when they
step forward; forward again for
the other foot. Flight seems
unnecessary; they have no place
to go. The flock maintains a
pattern; together yet apart. The hens
move amiably; no discord
disturbs their quiet day. The gobbler
rules as masters should:
no rebellion in the ranks.
We leave them as we found them,
their world at peace around them.
© 2016 T. Jervis Underwood
All rights reserved
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Merging Visions
a collaborative exhibit of art and poetry
What began as a casual conversation between two members of the Denton Poets’ Assembly (DPA), one of whom was also a member of the Visual Arts Society
of Texas (VAST) Board, grew into the collaborative exhibit that became known as
Merging Visions. Recognizing that strong visual imagery can occur when reading
many poems, they discussed the possibility of pairing poetry with art, and displaying the two in an exhibition for the community. After hearing the idea, both VAST
and DPA Boards promptly agreed there would be an interest in such an exhibit and
each should proceed in presenting it to their respective memberships.
In 2007, representatives from DPA and VAST formed a committee who worked to
formulate the basis of the exhibit: the name, the contracts and process through
which the artist and poet could ‘pair’ their works, the development of a logo, and
many other details. It was decided either the artist or the poet could initiate the
process. April was selected as an appropriate month for the exhibit as it would coincide with National Poetry Month.
By fall, the Denton Public Library agreed to co-sponsor the exhibit by hosting the
exhibition in the branch libraries. Emily Fowler Central Library and North Branch
Library hosted the first exhibit in April 2008. The newly expanded South Branch
Library joined as a third site for the exhibit in the year 2011. The exhibition relocated to the Meadows Gallery at the Patterson-Appleton Center for the Visual Arts
in 2014, and the Greater Denton Arts Council joined as a co-sponsor. At that time,
a “Peoples’ Choice Award” was added to allow attendees of the exhibit to vote on
which 3 poets and artists created the best ‘pairings.’ After each exhibit, copies of
the catalog have been permanently placed in the three branches of the Denton Public Library. In the fall of 2014, the Special Collections Department in the University
of North Texas Libraries indicated they would like to archive a single copy of each
consecutive issue of the Collections catalog. In 2017, UNT's College of Visual Arts
and Design co-sponsored and hosted the exhibit.
Since the Poetry Society of Texas considers poetry seen in the exhibition to have
been published, and therefore not eligible for competition, VAST and DPA worked
to commemorate each year’s entries by publishing a catalog in which the paired
works would be displayed. VAST approached, and received, a grant from the Denton Benefit League (DBL) in 2011 to cover the costs of printing the first catalog,
entitled, Collections I. Copies of the catalog were given to each branch library to
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distribute among interested patrons. This year, 2017, marks the production of the
seventh catalog, and again, VAST has received a grant from DBL to partially cover
the printing costs of this expanded edition. Most other major costs are divided between VAST and DPA.
Each year, volunteers from VAST and DPA accomplish the remarkable task of producing both an exhibit and its accompanying color catalog. The catalog also underscores the basic theme of this endeavor, that collaboration and new perspectives
benefit everyone. Through it, the artist, the poet, and the viewer continue to share
the ‘voice’ these two forms of art lend to each other.
We are glad you chose to join us in celebrating these written and visual arts.
--- Denton Poets’ Assembly (DPA)
--- Visual Arts Society of Texas (VAST)
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Denton Poets’ Assembly
DPA Mission and Goals
Denton Poets’ Assembly, a chapter of the Poetry Society of Texas and the National
Federation of State Poetry Societies, was founded in 2005.
Our vision statement: To provide a safe place in which to share, read and learn
more about poetry as a supportive and creative community.
Membership
Membership is open to poets and poetry lovers who wish to support each other
and poetry writing in the Denton County area. No dues are required for membership.
Meetings are held the third Saturday of each month, from 10:00 a.m. until noon, at
the Emily
Fowler Central Library, 502 Oakland Street, Denton, Texas.
For More Information
Visit our website at www.DentonPoetsAssembly.weebly.com or contact Richard L.
Weatherly,
President, at weatherlyr@sbcglobal.net
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Visual Arts Society of Texas
VAST Mission and Goals
Organized in 1975, the Visual Arts Society of Texas seeks to further community
appreciation for and participation in the visual arts, provides opportunities for developing artists’ skills and expression, and offers fellowship with people of similar
interests.
VAST describes its mission as follows: Artists and community connecting to create and celebrate
visual arts!
Membership
Those individuals desiring membership in VAST may join by paying the required
dues. Membership is available at student, individual, educator, family, and supporting levels.
Monthly meetings featuring art demonstratins/lectures are held September through
May generally on the first Wednesday of the month, beginning September, 2017, 7-9
p.m. at the Patterson-Appleton Arts Center, Denton.
For More Information
Visit our website at www.VASTarts.org or contact Mindy Faubion, President, at
214-450-2333 or mindyfaubion@gmail.com.
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MERGING VISIONS 2017
A Collaborative Exhibit of Art and Poetry
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